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Note of use of the coupling between Code_Aster 
and the moduli of Zmat constitutive laws and UMAT

Summarized:

One describes here the use of the coupling between Code_Aster and the moduli of integration of constitutive 
laws: 

•ZMAT, of the Zebulon code, the ENSMP.

•UMAT, routine “user” whose arguments are specified by the Abaqus code.

Caution:  the  use  of  these  made-to-order  constitutive  laws “”  implies  a  specific  validation  for  the  study 
considered, because one places oneself out of qualified field of Code_Aster.

It is also possible to use the interface with UMAT for behaviors generated by Mfront.
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1 of use of Zmat Description

1.1 of the Zmat library

the Zmat  library  can be called for  the integration  of  the behavior  models  since Code_Aster  in a 
transparent way for the user. Zmat

contains a modulus of integration of constitutive laws and a library of behaviors including élasto-visco-
plasticity, the damage, the models multi-scale… Moreover

, the user can build his own behavior,  by describing the equations governing this behavior using a 
high-level language (Zebfront), integration being then realized by Zmat. License

1.2 and right of access

the rights of use of Zmat were acquired for the use interns EDF. Out of this frame, the license of Zmat 
can be acquired near the Center of the Materials of the ENSMP. For

as much Zmat is not pre-necessary of Code_Aster , one can build and use Code_Aster with or without 
the Zmat library. 

The corrective and evolutionary maintenance (in particular compared to the evolution of the operating 
systems, and the compilers) of the Zmat library concerns the ENSMP. The routines of interface are 
maintained by the development team of Code_Aster . Machines 

1.3 usable at EDF R & D Zmat

is physically installed, therefore usable, on the server of centralized development of Code_Aster . If a 
specific  installation  on a  local  machine  is  carried  out  (what  is  not  made by  default  on the  local 
machines EDF R & D), the use of Zmat on this machine requires the access to the license of use on 
the centralized machine. Documentation 

1.4

the documentation of Zmat is available in the form of files to format pdf, in the directory of installation 
of Zmat, in general [ASTER _ROOT] /public/Z8.*/HANDBOOK where [ASTER _ROOT] is the 
principal directory of the installation of Code_Aster . On  the server Aster, the documentation of Zmat 
is in the /aster/local/Z8 directory . */HANDBOOK. 

The documents concerning with Zmat are z_  mat_manual.pdf and devel _manual.pdf like 
examples  _manual.pdf. Precautions for use

1.5 the interface 

(and Zmat modulates it) envisages the command variables: temperature, fluence, corrosion, drying, 
hydration. The behaviors

are  accessible  in  small  strains  (key  word  DEFORMATION  =  '  PETIT')  or  in  large 
deformations  (DEFORMATION=' GDEF_HYPO_ELAS'). It is necessary in this last case to 
specify in the data file Zmat, *** behavior gen_evp lagrange_rotate (or lagrange_polar). 
Notice on
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the performances the integration

of the behavior by means of the Zmat library can take a little more time than integration of 
the model equivalent included to Code_Aster  (in a proportion varying in general between 1 
and 2). Precaution for use

the user

defines certainly his behavior and the values of the coefficients material in the Zmat file, but  
it must also define an elastic material (and) if it E  wants  to use the elastic matrix or the 
elastic prediction. It is then necessary to take care of providing coherent values with those of  
the Zmat files. In the same way, for the commands of postprocessing (CALC_CHAMP , 
POST_ELEM ) , certain options use the elastic coefficients: in this case, even notices that  
previously. As currently 

realized, the Code_Aster-Zmat  interface does not make it  possible to draw up a restrain 
between the materials managed by Zmat (and defined in card-indexing it Zmat data) and 
those managed by Code_Aster (in particular the catalog material). To use

2 an existing behavior of the Zmat library Contained of

2.1 card-indexing Zmat to card-index It Zmat

at the same time makes it  possible to define the behavior to provide the values of the parameters 
(constant or variable with the temperature) for this behavior. The syntax of this file is described in the 
document z_mat_manual.pdf . The following file

is that used in the zmat001a benchmark: % file zmat 

001a.33 *** material *integration
theta
_method_a 1. 1.e-9 50 *** behavior gen
_evp ** elasticity Young
145200.
fish 0.3 **
potential gen
_evp *flow plasticity
*criterion put
*kinematic nonlinear
C 63767. D 341
.  *isotropic
nonlinear
R0 87. B 2.3
Q 64  . ***
return
This
corresponds

 
exactly to model VISC_CIN1_CHAB of Code_Aster (extracted the ssnv101d benchmark): ACIER 
1=DEFI_MATERIAU

(ELAS=_F (E = 145200. , NU     = 0.3,), CIN
                             1 _    CHAB=_F (R_I
                     = 151. , R_0 = 87. , B 
                                  = 2.3, C_I 
                                  =   63767. , 
                                  G_0 = 341. ,)) 
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2.2 of driving commands and profile of study of Code_Aster the use

of Zmat is translated for the user of Code_Aster in the following way : Under key word 

1.COMP_INCR of  STAT_NON_LINE , it is necessary to specify RELATION=' ZMAT  “, 
to go to read the file containing the Zmat data. This file makes it possible to describe the 
material parameters. Always under 

2.COMP_INCR,  a key word UNITE makes it possible to define the logical unit on which have 
comes  to  read  to  card-index  it  Zmat  and  of  course  the  usual  key  keys:  GROUP_MA, 
DEFORMATION ( PETIT, or GDEF_HYPO_ELAS ), key word NB_VARI 

3.(under COMP_INCR ) makes it possible to specify the number of local variables of the behavior. 
The number of local variables can be larger than necessary (the storage of the local variables will  
occupy more core than necessary in memory),  but of  course not lower than the number really 
used (Zmat then provided a message D” error). In card-indexing it message, at the beginning of 
execution  of  the  command STAT_NON_LINE  or DYNA_NON_LINE ,  Zmat specifies the 
number of  local  variables necessary, and their  meanings. It  is useful to take into account this 
information, in particular for the examination of the results. (The number of local variables can 
also be calculated thanks to the Zpreload utility, whose example of call via python is given in the 
test zmat001a). In astk, compared to

4.a classical study, it is enough to add the Zmat file and to associate with it the number of logical unit 
definite to the key word UNITE. In the case of 

5.a  computation  STAT/DYNA_NON_  LINE in poursuite,  it   is  necessary  to  think  of  again 
providing to card-index it Zmat in the profile of study. The test zmat003a makes it  possible  to 
illustrate this point. Examples the zmat001 

2.3

benchmarks with zmat  010 validate the coupling between Code_Aster and  Zmat,  but also 
constitute a base of examples of implementation. zmat001: test

1.of  tension -  shears  with  a  model  of  Chaboche  (similar  to  the  test  ssnv101  with 
VISC_CIN1_CHAB ) in plane strains (modelization A) and 3D (modelizations B and C). 
One also finds there a possibility of using Zpreload to recover the number of local variables of the 
Zmat behavior. zmat002: thermo 

2.- plasticity  in simple tension (VMIS_ISOT_TRAC ), modelization A into axisymmetric, 
modelization  B in  plane stresses.  The interest  of  this  test  is  to  describe the variation  of  the 
coefficients with the temperature. zmat003: test 

3.of tension  - shears using a model defined in the file zmat003a.32 (see following paragraph). 
This test also validates the use in POURSUITE. zmat 004: test 

4.of comparison between the model MONOCRISTAL and its analog in Zmat. zmat005: test 
5.of  comparison enters  large  deformations  GDEF_HYPO_ELAS  and  the  large 

deformations SIMO_MIEHE  (hsnv 121) in thermo -  elastoplasticity  of  Von  Mises  to 
isotropic hardening (or linear kinematics). zmat006: test

6.of validation of Zmat in plane stresses (method De Borst). zmat007: test 
7.of comparison between the model MONOCRISTAL and its analog in Zmat, for an aggregate 

comprising 10 grains, of various directional senses. zmat008: test 
8.of tensions - rotations multiple, to validate the taking into account of the rotations finished for 

large deformations GDEF_HYPO_ELAS . zmat009: simple
9.test of shears to validate on an analytical  solution large deformations GDEF_HYPO_ELAS  . 

zmat010: test 
10.of comparison enters the cubic elasticity of Zmat and ELAS_ORTH of Code_Aster . To define 

a new 
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3 behavior in Zmat the new behavior

is defined in a file which will be compiled, independently of Code_Aster, in order to produce a dynamic 
library, used by the principal Zmat library at the object time. Neither the file

“source”, nor the built library need to appear in the profile astk. To write a new

3.1 behavior in Zmat the writing

of a new behavior is made using a high-level language (Zebfront, allowing tensorial operations…) on 
the  basis  of  C++.  One  will  refer  to  the  documentation of  Zmat  for  the  description  of  syntax: 
devel_manual.pdf. Zmat warning

imposes that

the  name of  this  file  starts  with  a  capital  letter  and has  the  extension  “.z”  during the 
compilation run . Here the file 

(named  Chab1.z  for  the following examples)  defining  the  behavior  chab1  used  in  the  test 
zmat003 (file  zmat003 a.32), equivalent of behavior VISC_CIN1_CHAB of Code_Aster: #include 
<Elasticity.h 

> #include <External_parameter.h
> #include <Basic_nl_behavior.h
> #include <Basic_nl_simulation.h
> #include <Flow.h> #include <Criterion.h
> #include <Isotropic.h
> #include <Print.h>
@Class CHAB1: BASIC_NL
_BEHAVIOR {@Name

chab1; @SUBCLASS ELASTICITY E; @Coefs
  R0, Q, B; 
  @Coefs K, N, C, D; @tVarInt
  eel, alpha; @ 
  sVarInt evcum; @tVarAux
  evi, X; @sVarAux 
  R; }; @StrainPart
  {evi = eto -
  eel; sig = * 
E*eel

; yew (m_flags
 &CALC_TG_MATRIX)
 m_tg_matrix=* 
 E; } @Derivative {sig = *E*eel; X = (2.0*C/
3.0

) *alpha; R =
 R0 + Q* (1. - exp
 (- b*evcum)); TENSOR2 sigeff 
  = deviator (sig - X); double 

 J = sqrt (1.5* (sigeff|sigeff)); double 
 F = J - R; deel = deto; yew (f>0.0 
 ) {devcum = pow (  F

 K, N); TENSOR2
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 norm = sigeff
           * (1.5/J); deel - = devcum
   *norm; yew (C>0.0) dalpha = 
           devcum* (norm - D*alpha
   ); }} Compilation of the new behavior One 
 
describes

3.2 the various stages hereafter

to be followed to build the dynamic library which will be used by Zmat to integrate the behavior user. 
Notice preliminary the dynamic library

will be used by

Zmat  on the object  computer of  computation Code_Aster,  it  must  thus be compiled  on this same 
machine to avoid the problems of heterogeneity of the libraries. Organization of the files (while taking 
as

•/home/user/repertoire bases): /home/user/repertoire/library_files /material/ 

/material/Chab1.z  To create a file
library

 _files  container  

1) : ! MESSAGE To use 7 Z project! TOP Makefile.Motif.c++! DYNAMIC 

#! INSTALLATION_LIBRAIRIES! CFLAGS 
- I$ {Z7PATH} /INCLUDE! BFLAGS

- L$ {Z7 
PATH} /PUBLIC/LIB
- $ {Z7MACHINE}! MAKE target:
lib # # The hand places for to use F islands. #

! Inc material! SRC

material  material the file .z 

will be taken   in
the sub-directory   material  ! DEBUG material ! LIBLIB - ZL Zmat 

_base! LIB Zmat_ ut_TyPeMaCHiNe 

material

the dynamic library
will be named libZmat_ut_Linux4.so  under Linux, libZmat_ut_OSF1.so under 

TRU64, etc!! RETURN To charge 
the environment files necessary 

for Zmat

2) . Simplest is to charge all the files necessary to construction with the version of Code_Aster 
including Zmat. There is thus the main file /aster/etc/codeaster/profile.sh 
(to replace /aster by /opt/aster or other according to the installation) and the  additional 
environment  files  declared  in  the  file  of  configuration  of  the  version  (for  example 
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/aster/STAxx/config.txt,  lines ENV_SH). What will give  on the server of reference: 
prompt>.
/aster/etc/codeaster/profile.sh prompt>. /aster/agla/tool/init_zmat.sh

Creation of Makefile
Zmat: prompt> Zsetup Compilation

3) of the behavior deposited in 
the directory

4) material prompt> Zmake Use of the behavior developed by 
the user

  

3.3 In the profile of study astk, one provides like previously

a file containing the value of the parameters for the behavior user. The name chab1 is important and 
must  correspond to  the name provided  to  the attribute @Name of  the file  .z  (here the file 
zmat003a.33): *** behavior chab1 ** YE isotropic Young 195000 . fish 0.3

** model_coef K 600.0
N 3.5 C 0.0
D 0.0 R0 30.0
Q 270. B 100
. *** return
One provides

the command file

in
which
it is necessary to indicate

to define environment variable ZEBU_PATH in Zmat where is the dynamic  library which one has 
just compiled. One finds then in the file (extracted from zmat003a.comm): # definition of the variable 
ZEBU _PATH importation bone os.environ [“ ZEBU

_PATH”] = “/home/user/repertoire”
[...] # definition
of the elastic properties of material #

which must

be coherent with that of the file Zmat ACIER
=DEFI_MATERIAU (ELAS=_F (E = 195000. , NU = 0.3),) [...] # use
of the behavior in nonlinear
                            computation 

# UNITE

must correspond to the value defined in astk CALCNL
=STAT_NON_LINE (…, COMP_INCR=_F (RELATION = “ZMAT”, UNITE
= 33, NB_VARI = 26, DEFORMATION 
                     = “PETIT”),…,) Methods
                                  of use
                                  of the routines 
                                  of the type UMAT Description
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4 of routines UMAT UMAT is a format of routine FORTRAN

4.1 familiar to the users

of the Abaqus code, being used to integrate their own constitutive laws. The contents of this routine 
are entirely   free and with the load of the user, and must make it possible to integrate the constitutive 
law, i.e. in a point of integration, to calculate the tensor of the stresses, the local variables, and the 
tangent operator (cf  [D5.04.01] - To introduce a new behavior). For more precise details on routines 
UMAT, to consult the documentation

of the Abaqus Code. The heading of a routine UMAT is presented in the form of this: SUBROUTINE

 
UMAT (STRESSES, STATEV, DDSDDE, SE, SPD, SCD, RPL, DDSDDT, DRPLDE

, DRPLDT, STRAN , DSTRAN, TIME, DTIME, TEMP, DTEMP, PREDEF
, DPRED, CMNAME, NDI, NSHR 

, NTENS, NSTATV, PROPS, NPROPS, COORDS, DROT, PNEWDT, 
CONCEAL, DFGRD 0, DFGRD1, CHRISTMAS, NPT, TO BUSH-HAMMER, 
KSPT, KSTEP, KINC) Briefly , the arguments in entry and 
output of a routine

UMAT are the following: Variables in entry Argument Meaning (Abaqus specification

4.1.1 ) Values transmitted

by Code_Aster NDI Number of components stresses (except shears) to

the point of  integration  running  3  NSHR  Number  of 
components shearing stresses to

3

D “integration running 1 (D_PLAN, AXIS, C_PLAN) or 
3 (in 3D) NTENS Nombre total stress components

and of shears

NTENS =  NDI+NSHR  NPROPS  Many  materials 
parameters 50 (value

fixes) NSTATV 

Many local variables associated with the behavior

. NB_VARI under COMP_INCR CMNAME Name of  behavior 
UMAT COORDS

Table containing 

the 
coordinates 

of the point of integration

running Nondefinite PROPS (NPROPS) Table of materials 
parameters the C1

with Cxx in 

DEFI_MATERIAU TIME (1) Time of the step at the beginning of L ” increment TIME (2) total

Time with the beginning of increment DTIME Increment  t=t i−t i−1  
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of time TEMP Temperature with the beginning of t i−1  

increment DTEMP Increment  t=t i−t i−1  

of 
temperature 

CONCEAL Length characteristic T t i−1  

of the element Nondefinite T t i−T t i−1  

CHRISTMAS 
Number 

of element Nondefinite NPT Number of the point  

of integration number of the Gauss point

in the current element TO BUSH-HAMMER Number of  the  layer  for  shells  (subpoint  of 
integration

)  Nondefinite  KSPT  Number  of  the  point  of 
integration in the current

underlayer 

Number of subpoint of integration KSTEP Number 
of the step number

of the under-PAS in the event of local

recutting KINC Number of increment Nondefinite DROT (3,3) 
Stamps

increment of rotation, present if 

the base for the  material  turns  with  the  element.  Calculated 
starting  from  3  nautical  angles  DFGRD0  (3,3) 
Table

containing  the  gradient  of 
transformation at

the  beginning 
of 

increment  Nondefinite  DFGRD1  (3,3)  Table 
containing the gradient of transformation

at the end of 

increment  Nondefinite  STRAN  (NTENS)  total 
mechanical strains with the beginning

of 

the 
increment. 

(the  thermal  strains  are  withdrawn).  DSTRAN 
(NTENS)  mechanical  increments  of  strains.  The 
thermal strains

ti−1−
th
t i−1  

are withdrawn. PREDEF Table of the interpolated 
values of the external fields imposed

ti−1−
th
t i−1  

on the beginning of the increment the provided values 
are: “IRRA”, “SECH”, “HYDR”, “CORR”, “NEUT1

”, “NEUT2”, in this order. (

the  value  is  Not  so  the 
command variable is not defined). 
DPRED  Table  of  the  increments  of 
the external fields impose Increments

of  command  variable  in  the  same  order  as 
PREDEF

.  Produced  or  modified  variables 
Argument Meaning (Abaqus

4.1.2 specification) Values transmitted
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to Code_Aster STRESS (NTENS) Tensor of the stresses of Cauchy at the beginning of time 
step

. Must be modified to give the stresses at the end 
of  time  step.  Stored  in  field  SIEF_ELGA, 
used for the computation of

the  internal  forces  (residue  ) 
STATEV (NSTATV)  Table 
containing the local variables of 

the constitutive law .  Stored  in  field  VARI_ELGA  DDSDDE 
(NTENS, NTENS) tangent

Operator  (symmetric)  of  the 
model

of behavior Used for the computation of  the tangent matrix. 
PNEWDT Ratio

of new time step suggested on the 
time step 

initial one If  PNEWDT  <  1,  one  time  step  tries  a 
recutting of the SE

, SPD , SCD Elastic strain energy, 
of plastic dissipation and

energy of creep .  Not  used  For  the  only  coupled  thermo-
mechanical analyzes

: Volumetric

RPL Heat generation per unit of time at the end of

L” increment caused by the mechanics. Not used 
DDSDDT (NTENS) Variation of  the increment of 
the stresses

compared to the

temperature Not used DRPLDE (NTENS) Variation of the heat 
generation

compared to

the increments of strain Not used DRPLDT Variation of the heat 
generation compared to the

temperature Not  used the current  limitations of  the interface 
Aster-Umat

are: Small

strains, temporarily (one can currently take into 
•account the large deformations only in an approached way, with all the limitations evoked in [R5.03.21] and 
[R5.03.24],  via  DEFORMATION='  PETIT_REAC') the supported modelizations are  : 3D, AXIS, D_PLAN 
(and C_PLAN 
•via DEBORST) energies are not recovered by Code_Aster currently 
•; No thermomechanical coupling for the moment . Use of
•routines UMAT in a study Creation of the dynamic

4.2 library from a routine

4.2.1 FORTRAN  umat.f  the  dynamic  library  containing  routine  UMAT  must  be 
prepared

before the execution of computation. For that , the user has a simple way compile this library by means of 
the utility as_run [U1.04.00], (with a version of astk higher or equal to 1.8.3 ). Operation is the following : the 
user writes his routine

of behavior umat.f (the names of
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1) the file and the routine are unspecified since they are recalled at the time of computation); II product 
the dynamic library associated with this behavior in the following way

2) : Cd /chemin/fichiers/etude as_run --make_shared  - O libumat.so umat.f to launch
•the study, in astk, 
•it indicates: /chemin/fichiers/etude/libumat.so

1) type= " name”, UL=0, in Data (the file
•will be recopied in the working directory  without changing  name)  in  the 

.comm, it indicates under COMP_INCR: RELATION=' UMAT', LIBRAIRIE=' libumat.so 
•“, (or the complete path: LIBRAIRIE= ”/ 

▪path/files/study 
▪/libumat.so')  NOM_ROUTINE 

= ' umat_ “(one can omit the character “_”) By this mechanism, 
▪it is completely possible to have several different behaviors 

 
UMAT (several routines in the same library or different libraries, to see for example the test umat002a). Use in 
the command file coupling UMAT/Code_Aster is translated 
 
4.2.2 in the command file in the following way

:  The data necessary of the field material are provided in operator DEFI 
• _MATERIAU  [U4.43.01],  under  key  word  UMAT/UMAT_FO.  Under  key  word  COMP_INCR  of 

STAT_NON_LINE, DYNA_NON_LINE, or SIMU_POINT_ MAT 
• : to specify RELATION = ' UMAT “; under mot_clé the NB_VARI, to specify the number 

of local variables
• of the behavior
• ; to take into account the assumption of the plane stresses, to use ALGO_C_PLAN
• = " DEBORST”; to show the way towards the library under the key word  LIBRARY and the 

name of
• the routine contained in the library under key word NOM_ROUTINE , as described above. the key 

word: RESI_INTE_RELA, ITER_INTE_MAXI , RESO_INTE, PARM_THETA, 
• are not used, because the arguments of entry of UMAT do not make it possible any 

to  take  them  into  account.  Examples:  to  see  the  tests  umat001  (thermoelastic  test  with 
STAT_NON_LINE), 
 

umat002 (analytical test multi  - directional with SIMU_POINT_MAT) . Use of the MFront behaviors in a 
study License and right of access

4.3 MFRONT is a software making it possible to integrate constitutive 
laws

4.3.1 , developed

by CEA/Cadarache  in  the  frame  of  PLEIADS  (cf  CR-AMA-13.049.pdf).  Its  use is  thus  currently 
restricted  at  EDF/R  &  D and it  is  accessible  only  in-house EDF for  tests  because the  use of  a 
constitutive law by this mechanism (for a study of R & D or other) is currently out of perimeter quality 
assurance. MFront is physically installed, therefore usable, on the server of centralized 

development of Code_Aster and on certain local machines Calibre7 of EDF/R & D. Création of  the 
dynamic library from a MFront behavior the dynamic 

4.3.2 library containing the MFront behavior must be prepared

before the execution of  computation.  For that,  the user  has a simple  way compile  this library  by 
means of will mfront (cf CR-AMA-13.049.pdf). Operation is the following: the user writes his routine 
of behavior

will maloi.mfront; II product the dynamic
Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part and is  
provided as a convenience.
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•library associated with this behavior in the following way 
•: will mfront --obuild will maloi.mfront --interface=aster Use in  the command file

•the use of  the Mfront behavior is carried out

4.3.3 in the following way: in astk: /chemin

/fichiers/etude/libmfront.so type= " name”, UL=0, in Data; The material characteristics 
• are provided in DEFI_MATERIAU [U 4.43.01], under UMAT/UMAT_FO
• .  Under  key  word  COMP_INCR  of  STAT_NON_LINE  ,  DYNA_NON_LINE ,  or  SIMU_ 

POINT_MAT: RELATION 
• = ' MFRONT', LIBRARY = ' libxxx.so “, NOM_ROUTINE=' astermaloi” under mot_clé 

the NB_VARI 
• , to specify the number 
• of local variables
• of the behavior; to take 
• into account the assumption of the plane stresses, to use ALGO_C_PLAN= " DEBORST”;

• Examples: to see tests MFRON01, MFRON02. 
•
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